Friar Manrique is taken for a Slaver
under his charge. Encouraged by this, Manrique assured him
there had been a miscarriage of justice and, repeating the fiction
that they were peaceful merchants, carrying on their business
under the law of the land, when they were wrongfully arrested
and mishandled by the Headman, he created a doubt in his mind
of their guilt. * In taking you to Midnapur,' the officer now said, a
note of excuse in his voice, * I am acting under instructions from
the Headman and am in no way responsible for your arrest. You
will agree that the Headman had reason to suspect you of being
slave-raiders. If at Midnapur the magistrates say you are not, no
blame can attach to me.'
Manrique was quick to see that his personality, veiled though it
was by his squalid appearance, had made an impression. This he
strove in subsequent conversations to deepen. In the result, they
were treated with reasonable leniency nor forced to march beyond
their strength. That night at a little village where they camped,
the officer sent for oil to dress their wounded backs. But Manrique
refused to allow this to be done, partly because he thought the oil
might do the wounds more harm than good, and partly because he
saw that the refusal could be used to create still further doubts in
the officer's mind. Therefore he said: *The magistrates must see
how unjustly and cruelly the Headman has treated us. We shall
appear before them in the exact state to which he has reduced us.'
The resolution here displayed and the hint of menace had
exactly the effect which Manrique calculated. It convinced the
police of their prisoners' innocence and made them the more
apprehensive of being blamed. 'From this time on they began to
address us two Portuguese as Sahib, and when we lay down to
sleep that night, they brought us two mats and a cotton quilt.'
Though suffering severely from their wounded backs, the jour-
ney to Midnapur was otherwise tolerable. 'No-one was allowed to
come near us as we passed through villages and thus we escaped
much maltreatment.' As the marches were cut down to ease them,
it was not till the sixth day that they reached the town. Yet, in
spite of the mildness of their guards, they presented a most
bedraggled appearance as they staggered up the street under the
burning midday sun. ' As each man looked into the other's face,
he perceived his own misery depicted as in a glass. We all wept
bitterly to see how we had suffered—our faces bruised, filthy and
pouring with sweat, our bodies a mass of wounds that were choked.
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